Side frieze for EASY ROOF EVOLUTION (option)

To improve the watertightness of your roof, use the flexible watertightness accessory compatible with all kind of tiles, the side frieze EASY ROOF EVOLUTION. It completes the watertightness between the PV in roof mounting system and the roofing to stop the powder snow.

The side frieze EASY ROOF EVOLUTION clips into the side flashings. It has a perfect aging resistance, tear and abrasion as well as bad weather (powder snow ...), acids, UV and resistance to the most extrem temperature variation ( -40°C à +120 °C). The frieze is also rot-proof. This accessory is compatible with all tiles and roof slope from 10° to 50°.

APPLICATIONS

- Powder snow
- Concomitant lateral wind and rain
- All kind of tiles (recommended for flat tiles)
- Replacement of foam material precompressed

CHARACTERISTICS

- Material : EPDM black UV resistant
- Length : 1.18m